GRUPO FINANCIERO MULTIVA
PROVIDING COST VISIBILITY FOR THE
ENTIRE FINANCIAL GROUP

QUICK FACTS
Industry
Financial services
Revenue
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Headquarters
Mexico City
Web Site
www.multiva.com.mx
SAP® Solutions and Services
Automating and integrating back-office
processes using the SAP® ERP
application
Implementation Partner
Nasoft

Grupo Financiero Multiva S.A.B. de
C.V. (Multiva) is a Mexican financial
services provider. The six companies
that comprise Multiva had separate
business processes that relied on limited legacy systems for accounting
and other back-office operations.
These companies all moved to the
SAP® ERP application and instituted
common, unified processes that increased productivity and visibility to
the parent organization while improving cost control.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Financial Services

Key Challenges
• Improve cost control by implementing software to support cost center accounting
• Increase cost accounting transparency to
parent organization and other stakeholders
• Integrate back-office processes with core
banking systems
• Automate and standardize back-office
processes and business rules for all group
members
• Reduce and redistribute workload

Why SAP Was Selected
• Comprehensive support for all back-office
business operations
• Intuitive user interface and flexibility of the
application
• Ease of integration with core banking systems and other applications
• Commonality with parent organization
• Expertise and experience with SAP® software available from the parent company’s
Customer Center of Expertise organization

Implementation Best Practices
• Engaged staff members with experience in
controls and operations to help define software parameters and settings
• Redefined administration and finance policies and procedures
• Used ASAP methodology
• Focused on developing cost center culture
and sense of responsibility

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Reduced dependence on IT for extraction of
data and generation of reports
• Replaced file cabinets and paper with electronic storage and communication
• Retired legacy systems

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Automated and integrated processes such
as depreciation and valuation, reducing
manual labor and errors
• Increased management’s ability to control
operations
• Reduced time to capture accounting data,
allowing more time for review and analysis
• Provided a single source of accounting data
for decision making, improving reliability and
speeding up report delivery
• Increased flexibility in setting up and using
cost centers
• Provided easily followed audit trails through
cost center structure
• Facilitated forecasting and budgeting

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator
Payment processes under
complete software control

Impact
99%

Business processes with
complete audit trails

100%
(up from 60%)

Time required to measure
expenses by cost center

Reduced from 3
days to minutes

“Our SAP application makes it very convenient to identify opportunities for
business process improvement and at the same time gives us far more control
over our back-office processes.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Gustavo Rosas, Director of Administration and Finance, Grupo Financiero Multiva S.A.B. de C.V.

Automating and Unifying the Back
Office
Grupo Financiero Multiva S.A.B. de C.V.
(Multiva) has more than 19 years of
experience in the Mexican financial services market. The six companies that
comprise Multiva offer specialized banking, brokerage, and transaction services
in capital markets, as well as derivatives,
foreign exchange transactions, portfolio
management, corporate finance, trust
services, and insurance.
In the past these six companies ran their
businesses independently. The legacy
applications they employed, primarily in
accounting, required many manual operations. Cost control was a particularly
glaring weakness – it took three days of
effort with substantial IT support to perform a complete allocation of expenses
by cost center. “These systems only
gave us basic accounting information
such as balances,” explains Gustavo
Rosas, director of administration and
finance for Multiva. “They did not provide
us any help with cost center controls.”
Years ago the group was purchased by
Grupo Empresarial Ángeles, one of the
largest conglomerates in Mexico, which
had standardized on the SAP® ERP application. Multiva decided to follow its new
parent’s strategy regarding financial consolidation and regulatory compliance by
integrating its back-office processes
using SAP ERP as well. Furthermore,
rather than set up separate instances of

the software for each company, Multiva
achieved the ultimate in benefits by moving
to a single instance covering all six companies and by establishing a common set of
business processes. This provided outstanding visibility of overall company
results for Grupo Empresarial Angeles.

Leveraging In-House Expertise
The nine-month implementation was led by
SAP Project Manager for Grupo
Empresarial Angeles Oscar Ramos and
was executed by personnel from Grupo
Empresarial Angeles’s Customer Center of
Expertise organization, which had gained
substantial SAP software experience during the implementation of SAP ERP for the
parent company.
Using SAP ERP, Multiva has automated
and unified not only finance processes but
also human capital management, materials
management, and other back-office processes throughout the six companies, leading to widespread benefits. Employee productivity is up throughout the organization.
Controls are in place to mitigate operational risk. Electronic records have substantially
reduced the need for paper files. Closing is
faster, as is the delivery of reports to regulatory agencies.

expenditures. Then it instituted a corporate culture around these cost centers,
building a sense of responsibility for making their data accurate and complete.
With ready accessibility to all financials
information at all times, executives from
Multiva and Grupo Empresarial Angeles
can obtain cost center details in minutes,
greatly facilitating their ability to make
timely decisions.
“Now we have an accounting system
that is very unified and gives us a higher
order of information visibility,” says
Francisco Alzuarte, director of planning
and budgets for Multiva. “Our finance
people can generate reports on their own
without help from IT. Now our challenge
is to take maximum advantage of this
system through greater interaction
between it and our core banking
systems.”
As it pursues its vision of being Mexico’s
best option for financial services, Multiva
plans to capitalize on its software investment. Through its long-term relationship
with SAP, Multiva’s goal is to occupy a
leadership position in terms of efficiency,
profitability, resource management, and
customer centricity.

Instituting a Cost Center Culture
Perhaps the greatest contribution of SAP
ERP is in terms of cost control. Multiva
used the application to automate its cost
centers and provide detailed audit trails for
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